
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
  PEEL & STICK

If you feel you can't install your wallpaper yourself, please contact us. We will arrange a team of installers for you
 
 WHAT YOU NEED

All our orders are produced with a Overlap to ensure the
quality of our wallpapers.

 "Overlap" one on top of the other till the design lines up.
You will place the next panel 1 full cm over the previous
one.

As our designs are custom printed to size, we do not
accept returns, please check your wallpaper before
installing for any production issues.

IMPORTANT! BEFORE YOU START

Your wall needs to be painted and DRY for a
successful install. Recently painted walls need to dry
for 4 to 6 weeks. If working on new walls you don't
need to paint the wall, a coat of primer is sufficient

Peel & Stick wallpaper will NOT stick to washable
paint, if you think you have washable paint, you will
need a coat of bonding liquid

The wall needs to be in good condition and clean, no
cracking paint, humidity spots, stains, or dust.
wash with a cloth & luke warm soapy water. Get into
those corners & don't cut corner on your cleaning

Walls should be smooth, free of texture or decorative
finishes. Do not use a wallpaper to cover old
wallpaper. They can either fall off, or stick so strong
you won’t be able to remove it. The outcome can be
unpredictable

WALL PREP IS EVERYTHING1.

Measure the width of your wallpaper panel. On the
wall beginning on the left side, measure out the width
of the wallpaper panel & draw a mark.

From the mark draw a vertical line ceiling to floor. This
is the Guide Line for your 1st panel. Never align a
wallpaper to a corner or ceiling they might be uneven

Hanging wallpaper is a 2 people project. For best
results start and finish installation in a single session.
Reserve 1 hour per panel to install

Make sure your pattern is right side up. From the first
panel peel and fold 10cm of the backing paper leaving
glue exposed to begin the installation.

Apply the panel to the top of the wall, allow a bit of
excess to overlap the ceiling. Check if the wallpaper is
straight, align the right side with the Guide Line. If not
straight lift and repeat this step.

Peel the backing paper little by little no more than
13cm at a time, checking the right side is matching
with the Guide Line. Pull the backing paper down
always straight, never in an angled direction as it
might stretch the material. 

2. YOU READY LETS GET GOING!

Every time you remove a little of the backing paper use
the squeegee tool to press firmly the wallpaper into the
wall and remove bubbles moving form the centre
outwards.

Select your next panel of wallpaper and apply it so that its
left side overlaps the right edge of the previous panel
matching the repeat. Find a friend to help with the
alignment. Using the same procedure apply more panels.

If you need to lift the wallpaper up for your alignment,
remember peel & stick is made of vinyl so it can stretch, in
slow swift movement gently guide the wallpaper in an
upwards motion to avoid stretching.

Smooth each panel during installation, and after finishing
smooth all the arrangement again. If possible repeat the
step a few days later. 

3. LETS KEEP GOING!

4. THE LAST STEPS
After installation trim the excess paper along the ceiling
and baseboard. Always use a sharp knife to cut, try not to
lift your knife when making long cuts.

Our Wallpapers are washable, to clean them you can use a
wet sponge, kitchen towel or damp cloth; use only mild
detergents. Don’t use abrasive cleaners & don’t scrub the
paper.

To remove
Lift a corner and gently pull firmly, evenly and slowly,
working parallel to the surface. If encounter resistance
heat the area with a regular blow dryer on the HOT setting
to weaken the adhesive and easily remove from surface.


